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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
A hypernucleus is a nuclear species formed when at least one strange baryon e.g. A, 
S or H get trapped in a core nucleus which may be ordinarily stable or unstable, 
thus forming a short lived nuclear system. Historically, first A- hypernucleus was 
observed in 1953s by Polish scientist Danysz and Pniewsky in a balloon flown emulsion 
stack exposed to cosmic ray at high altitude [1]. This initial cosmic ray observation 
of hypemuclei were followed by pion and proton beam production in emulsions and 
then *He bubble chambers. Later on many single-hj^jernuclei [2] and three double-A 
hypemuclei were reported [3, 4, 5]. Symbolically, single-hypernuclei are represented 
by yZ, where A is total number of baryons and Y means hyperon (may be A, E, or 
H). A double-A hypernuclus is represented by YY^^ where F is A hyperon and A total 
number of baryons. A A-hyperon is unstable in free space and it interacts with nucleons 
through strong interaction AN —• AN with a life time of 10"^^ sec. The free space 
properties of the hyperon need not necessarily be the same as bound state properties. 
It is established fact that binding effect lengthen this life time to the order of 10~^° 
seconds. 
In the strangeness nuclear physics, the most fundamental problem is to recognize 
various facets of interactions among octet baryons (A'^ , A, S, H) in a unified way. 
Table 1.1: Experimental double-A hypernuclei binding energies, BAA and the values of 
the quantity ABKA (ABAA = BAA(AA^) - 2 B A C * 1 Z ) ) . 
Double-A hypemucleus 
ZBe 
JIB 
BAA (MeV) 
10.910.8 
17.710.4 
27.510.7 
ABAA(MeV) 
4.711.0 
4.310.4 
4.810.7 
Our detailed knowledge for the S = 0 (strangeness 0) NN sector is based on the 
rich data of NN scattering as well as nuclear phenomenon. Recent studies for S = 
- 1 many-body systems such as A hypernuclei have clarified interesting features of 
AN and T,N interactions in spite of scarce data of the free space scattering. On the 
other hand, for baryon-baryon interactions with 5* = - 2 sector, concerned presently, 
experimental information has been highly limited due to the extreme difficulties of two-
body scattering experiments. Therefore, the observed AA bond energies of double-A 
hypernuclei should be the most reliable source for the 5 = - 2 interaction, and such 
data pay a decisive role in determining the strength of underlying A-A interaction. 
Thus the doubly strange AA and E hypernuclei provide the primary data that 
address the question of the properties of the 5 = - 2 A-A interaction both inside the 
nuclear medium and in the vacuum. Direct two-body scattering is impractical due to 
the lack of targets, so the data on AA hypernuclei provide a unique method to learn 
details on the A-A interaction in the vacuum. Since, the double-A hypernuclei are 
discovered, effort to extract the medium as well as vacuum A-A interaction from these 
systems are made by many authors, among them few are Danysz, Prowse, Aoki etc.. 
The detailed history of A-A interaction given by these authors from 1960s to till now 
is presented in Table 1.1 and Fig. 1.1. 
Although, these are identified as double-A hypernuclei, we can not exclude a pos-
sibility of B-nuclear state or hyperon mixed state among baryon octet. This is also a 
problem of great interest because we know only the binding energy [7]. If the mass of 
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Figure 1.1: The summary of experimental values of ABAA- AS for the NAGARA event, 
the indicated error bar does not include the uncertainty of the binding energy of the 
E~ hyperon. 
the H dibaxyon, MH is less than A hyperon mass in the nucleus, two A hyperon in the 
nucleus would be expected to form the H dibaryon. With this assumption the lower 
Umit of the mass of the H dibaryon can be calculated from the following relation 
MH > 2MA - BAA, 
where MA is the mass of a A hyperon in free space and BAA is separation energy of 
two A hyperons from core nucleus. 
The data of the NAGARA event indicate four possibilities on the YN and YY 
interactions as follows: 
1. weakly attractive A-A interaction with weak AA- EN- EE- coupling effect, 
2. almost zero or weak repulsive A-A interaction with moderate AA- EN- EE- cou-
pling effect, 
3. repulsive A-A interaction with strong AA- EN- EE- coupling effect and 
4. AA- EN- EE- as strong as to produce weakly bound or resonant H dibaryon 
state. 
Strangeness degree of freedom brings subtle distortions to the properties and sym-
metries of a bound nucleus. How things behave with the injection of different quanta 
of strangeness constitutes a study of great importance. We have three well estab-
lished double-A hypernuclear species (AA^C, AA^^, l\B) [3, 4, 5] and to study along 
with large number of single-A hypernuclei. Fortunately, experimental data for AA^^ 
{S = -2) and \He {S = -1) bound with the same core nucleus *He (5 = 0) are 
available with reasonable statistics for a successful theoretical estimate. The observa-
tion of j^He event in KEK hybrid experiment [8] E373, called the NAGARA event, 
and the evidence for bound f^H (/ = 0, J = 1+) observed through {K', K+) re-
action on ^Be tjtrget in the Brookhaven alternating-gradient synchrotron experiment 
E906 [9], have given fresh impetus to the field of hypernuclei in the 5 = - 2 sector 
on both theoretical and experimental frontiers. Although there are only three estab-
hshed double-hypernuclear species [3, 4, 5, 8, 9], theoretical side is growing with a fast 
pace. For example, cluster model analysis using Faddeev-Yakubovsky (FY) method by 
Flikhin and Gal [10, 11, 12], Flikhin, Gal and Suslov [13] and by Yamamoto et al. [14] 
are notable. These studies together lead to an inconsistence picture of the experimental 
data as discussed at length in the Variational Monte Carlo (VMC) study of AA^^ ^Y 
Shoeb [15]. This study is performed with central potentials and correlations and hence 
is far from the realistic description of the nuclesir system. Another study by Usmani, 
Bodmer and Sharma [16] is performed ignoring AN space-exchange correlation {SEC) 
in the wave function and therefore is deficient. This is because SEC is an important 
correlation, which being quite significant at r < 2.0 ftn , affects each and every piece 
of energy breakdown of the hypemucleus, A-separation energy {B\), nuclear core po-
larization, point proton radius and density profiles as shown in a very recent study 
by Usmani [17] of \He hypemucleus performed using a realistic Hamiltonian and a 
fully correlated wave function that takes into account all relevent dynamical correla-
tions along with SEC. The other studies which include SEC are Faddeev-Yakubovsky 
(FY) calculations of\H and \He by Nogga et al. [18], yet to be extended to five- and 
six- body hypernuclei, and Green's Function Monte Carlo (GFMC) calculations of s-
shell single hypernuclei by Nemura et al. [19]. As SEC is naturally inbuilt in their 
formalism, its effect can not be deduced directly as done for \He in Ref. [17] and for 
jij^He in this study. The significant SEC efltects observed for \He may manifest more 
in \%He because of the presence of a pair of A hyperon. It also imphcates various 
subtle issues, like the physical existence of a bound A A ^ ' S U ( 3 ) symmetry breaking of 
baryon-baryon (BB) potential and the question whether we can successfully produce 
the hjTJernuclear energy spectra using realistic BB and three baryon (3B) interactions 
without including the underlying Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). Findings of ^/fe 
suggests that addressing these issues without SEC would hopelessly be deficient. 
The dissertation is organised in six chapters. Chapter 1 is the introduction. In 
Chapter 2, we present details of production mechanism and interpretation of reported 
three double-A hypernuclei ^B, f^He and AA^^. In Chapter 3 and 4, we discuss 
Hamiltonian of A baryon double-A hypernuclei and Variational Wave Function, re-
spectively. In Chapter 5, we briefly discuss Variational Monte Carlo method. Finally, 
the results are discussed in Chapter 6. 
Chapter 2 
Production and Interpretation of 
Double-A Hypernuclear Events 
In principle, any interaction occuring within a complex nucleus and capable of produc-
ing two A hyperons may give rise to the formation of a double-A hypernucleus. The 
production of double-A hypernuclei become possible with the advent of separated K" 
meson beam accelerator at BNL, CERN and KEK. This meson beam is used to tag the 
production of the H" hyperon, which is then slowed down in emulsion and captured at 
rest (Fig. 2.1). The elementary processes are 
K'+p-^K-^ + E- (2.1) 
H- -hp->A + A-H28 MeV (2.2) 
The proton in process (2.2) is embedded in an emulsion nucleus (^^C, '^*A'^ , ^^O or 
heavier). With such a small energy release, it is correspondingly probable that the two 
A particles will be trapped in the absorbing nucleus (i.e. a nuclear structure containing 
two bound A hyperons), leading to either two ordinary hypernuclei or one double-A 
hypernucleus, even for the case of capture by the light emulsion nuclei. The production 
and subsequent cascade decay of double hyperfragment will be recorded in emulsion. 
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- + S produced via the (K, K) reaction 
£. -atom 
double-hypemuclei 
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H dibaryon 
Figure 2.1: Production process of double-hypernuclei, single-hypernuclei, and the H 
dibaryon. 
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In general, the ranges of both the double hyperfragment and the ordinary hyper-
fragment resulting from its decay will be so short that the detection and analysis of 
such an event may present difficulties. In particular, for carbon and oxygen, where 
the separation energy of the proton is large, 16 and 12 MeV, respectively, the Q value 
for reaction (2.2) is reduced substantially in light emulsion nuclei. A double-A hy-
pemucleus y^ yJZ, which is a composite system of nuclear core ^"^Z and two bound A 
particles. The quantity J3AA is defined as the total binding energy of the double-A 
hypemucleus, and it is given by 
BAA = - [M{AZ) - M{^-''Z) - 2mA], (2.3) 
where M denotes mass of the system which appears inside the brackets and m\ (1115.6 
MeV) is the A mass. The AA bond energy ABAA in double-A hypernuclei is deter-
mined experimentally from the measurement of binding energy of double- and single-A 
hypernuclei as 
ABAA = BAA(AA^) - 2J5A(^-1^) , (2.4) 
where J5A(> 0), is given by 
BA = - [M{^-\Z) - M{^-^Z) - m^], (2.5) 
is the binding energy of a A hyperon in the hypernucleus ^~\Z. 
Historically, in the 1960s two double-A hypernuclei, JS^Be [3] and AA^C [4] were 
reported in emulsion experiments, but the reality of the later case is considered doubt-
ful [21]. Two decades later the modern emulsion-counter hybrid technique has been 
applied in the KEK-E176 experiment [5], in which a new double-A hypernuclear event 
was found but no unique identification was given so for: One explanation as AA^C leads 
to a repulsive A-A interaction (ABAA < 0), while the other possibility involving 2AB 
leads to an attractive A-A interaction [22, 23]. If the later is the case, the extracted 
strength of the A-A interaction is attractive with ABAA ^ 4 MeV. Although the later 
option seems consistent with the old data of jyj^ Be [3], the substantially attractive A-A 
interaction has not been convincing. The AA^^C double-hyperfragment also has been 
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confirmed experimentally with more precise values of BAA and ABAA in a hybrid emul-
sion experiment (KEK-E373 experiment) in 2001 [8], this event is known as NAGARA 
event. 
2.1 Interpretation of AA^^ Hypernucleus 
(DEMACHIYANAGI event) 
The first double-hyperfragment AA^^ ^ observed during a systematic scan for in-
teractions of 1.3- and 1.5-Gev/c mesons in emulsion irradiated in the separated K~ 
meson beam at CERN, a unique example of the production and subsequent cascade 
decay of a double hyperfragment has been found. 
A schematic drawing of the event is shown in Fig. 2.2. A S~ hyperon (track 1) 
emitted from the interaction of a K~ meson of momentum 1.5 Gev/c (star A) comes 
to rest and is absorbed at B. A double-hyperfragment (track 6) and another charged 
particle (track 5) are observed to come from star B. The double-hyperfragment decays 
at C into the TT~ meson (track 7), a singly charged particle (track 8), and an ordinary 
hyperfragment (track 9). This hyperfragment decays at D into a 7r~ meson (track 
10) and three other charged particles (tracks 11, 12, and 13). The results of the 
measurements of the angles of emission and ranges of all the charged particles track 
involved in these processes give reasonable interpretation of the event. 
The ordinary hyperfragment is analyzed using only the kinematics of its decay, 
where as the possible identities and decay schemes of the double-hyperfragment are 
assigned from a study of both the production and decay processes. The analysis of 
final results are summarized in Table 1 [24]. 
From the comparison of the binding energies BAA of the two A-hyperons in double-
hyperfragments with BA for ordinary hyperfragments, one can expect to obtain infor-
mation not only on the strength of the A-A interaction but also on the spin-dependent 
part of the binding energy in ordinary hyperfragments. The value of the ABAA pre-
sented in Table 1, column 7, is the net contribution of the A-A interaction and the 
reduction due to the spin-dependent part of the A-core distortion effects may be ne-
13 
1 s-
Figure 2.2: A schematic drawing of the production of a H~ hyperon in a 1.5 GeV/c 
/C'-meson interaction at A. This E~ hyperon is captured at B with the emission of a 
double-hyperfragment decaying in cascade at C and D. 
glected. In the case of JiS^ Be, when the spin of the core is zero, ABAA gives the 
contribution of the A-A interaction alone. In the case of ]^\Be, the spin of the core 
differs from zero, and the spin dependent part of the A-core interaction must be taken 
into account. 
Arguments based on consideration of the production and decay of the double-
hyperfragments Table 1, suggest that the most likely explanation of the whole sequence 
of events is the production of a /j^Be or AA^^ by a 3" hyperon capture on carbon fol-
lowed by the decay sequences shown in Table 1 by row 1 and 3. The most possible 
double hyperfragment is AA^^, because the values of BAA and ABAA is much close to 
old data. 
Therefore, the accepted production and decay sequence of AA^^^ hypernucleus is: 
E'+'^C-^llBe + t 
llBe^lB+p + -n-
[B-^2 ^He + p + r 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
with ABAA = +4.510.4 MeV. 
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2.2 Interpretation of HB Hypernucleus 
Long after the discoveries of two double-A hypernuclei, AA^^ and ^ B e (one event 
each), in E~ captiure at rest in emulsion in 1960s , the event l^j^Be has also been 
reanalyzed in detail by Dalitz et al.[26], and the original interpretation remains sound. 
Recently, new experiments [5, 25] have been carried out at KEK Proton Syncrotron in 
Japan with a 1.66 GeV/c beam of K~ mesons, a new species of double-A hypernucleus 
is interpreted as ^^Be or l\B. However, the possibility of the single- or double-
hypernuclear production in excited states is ignored in the analysis. The schematic 
drawing of the double-A hypernuclear event of Aoki et al. is shown in Fig. 2.3. The 
interpretation is given by these authors in terms of the formation and decay of l^Be 
or l\B. For the former, the reaction chain is hypothesized to be as follows (A, B, C 
refers to the vertices in Fig. 2.3): 
A 
B 
C 
E- +'' C AA Be +^ H, 
f,Be -,n- + 'IB, 
'lB-^^He + ^He + 2n etc. 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
From above processes, the binding energy BAA(AA^) = M ( ^ ~ 2 Z ) +2MA - M(XA-^) is 
calculated which is found to be 8.510.7 MeV, and ABAA (AA-^) =ABAA- 2BAA {^~lZ) 
is found to be -4.910.7 MeV (BA=6.7110 .04 MeV is the A-binding energy in iBe). 
This minus sign implies a repulsive A-A interaction, which does not agrees with the 
values BAA=17.710.4 MeV and ABAA=4.3t0.4 MeV as obtained by Dalitz et al. [26] 
for AA^e; in this case the A-A interaction is attractive. Thus rejecting the formation 
of event AA^^- Therefore, event is Jj^B not AA^^, the interpretation of l\B event is 
given by proposing that the formation is via an intermediate excited state of l\C*. In 
this interpretation, the reaction processes are: 
A 
B 
C 
E- +14 ^ -^ n + ]^C* -^n + p + llB 
^^B-^7r- + 'lC AA 
13 
A 13 (; _^ 3^e + ^He + *He + In etc. 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
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Figure 2.3: The schematic drawing of the double-A hypernuclear event of Aoki et 
al. [5]. The vertices A, B and C correspond to production via 5~ capture, picnic 
weak decay of the double-A hypernucleus, and nonmesonic weak decay of a single-A 
hypemucleus respectively. 
The vertex A in this interpretation corresponds to a sequence of two-body decays, 
proceeding through a relatively long-lived excited state 
consisting of A's in s- and p-wave shell-model orbitals. This interpretation outlined in 
Eqn. 2.12 - 2.13 gives 5AA=27.5i0.7 MeV and ABAA=4.8t0.7 MeV that agrees with 
Prowse, Danysz et al. and Dalitz et al. [3, 4, 26]. 
Now, we present arguments supporting our interpretation. These include 
1. kinematics of the observed charged particle tracks and consistency with energy 
momentum coservation; 
2. reaction mechanism for double-A hypernuclear production from H" atoms; 
3. hypernuclear decay mode. 
17 
2.2.1 Kinematics 
An interpretation of the event in terms of the formation of a specific double hyperau-
cleus j^'^Z must consistently satisfy energy and momentum conservation at the produc-
tion vertex A and the mesonic decay vertex B. The tracks 3 and 4 are collinear at the 
masonic decy vertex B i.e. a two-body decay. For two-body decay ^^Z -^ ir'+'^{Z + 1) 
to the ground state of single hypernucleus, the mass of the double hypernucleus is 
MUZ) = M-(Z+l) + £. + 5 j j j j j ^ ^ ^ (2.15) 
The value of BAA which results is an upper limit since the single hypernucleus could 
have been produced in an excited state which generally results in an unobserved 7 ray. 
The BAA obtained from the mesonic decay can be used to calculate the Q value 
for production reaction involving the capture of a E~ on ^^C, "^^A^  or ^^O, for valid fit, 
kinetic energies should sum to Q value. Prom the mesonic decay given in Eqn. 2.12, we 
get BA (^iC)=11.69l0.12 MeV [27], Bx^{llB)=27.5t0.7MeV (and ABAA=4.8l0.7MeV) 
which then implies a Q value of 27.5l;0.7 MeV for the production reaction E -t-^ * A'^  -^ 
n+p+l\B. The momentum conser\^tion at vertex A with Tp=5.28 MeV and Ta=3.4 
MeV, we obtain T„=19.7 MeV and an energy release of £'5„m=28.4 MeV with a t5T)ical 
error of 1-2 MeV, which is much close to Q value to make )^B a kinematically accept-
able candidate for the double hypernucleus. T„ increases by 0.9 MeV for a 0.1 MeV 
increase in the kinetic energy of the double hypernucleus. Thus, T B = 3 . 3 MeV gives 
T„=18.8 MeV and £',„TO=27.4 MeV for an exact match with the Q value. 
2.2.2 Reaction Mechanism 
We have seen the production of the double-A hypernucleus is through a two-body 
E~ + p -^ A + A process, with a short-range form factor dominated by K and K* 
exchange, in this process H~ is captured from an atomic orbit with orbital angular 
momentum l^ while proton occupies an orbit Ip, the produced double-A hypernucleus 
will be in ground state if IE = Ip. This selection rule [28] implies that excited state will 
be preferentially populated when a E~ is captured in an emulsion nucleus. 
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2.2.3 Hypernuclear Decay Mode 
In Fig. 2.3, the vertex B corresponds to the emission of energetic pions, at this vertex 
produced hypernucleus will be in ground state but we can not exclude the production 
of low-lying excited state, followed by 7 emission to the ground state. The weak 
decay process at vertex C does not give enough information, by the way the process is 
irrelevant to our interpretation of double-A hypernuclear event. 
2.3 Interpretation of AA^^ Hypernucleus 
(NAGARA event) 
Although people have analyzed only 32% of the total emulsion and have found an 
event of seminal importance, a mesonically decaying double-A hypernucleus in ground 
state emitted from a E~ hyperon capture at rest. A schematic drawing of the event is 
shown in Fig. 2.4, this event is known as "NAGARA" event. A E~ hyperon came to 
rest at point A, from which three charged particles (track 1, 3 and 4) are emitting. One 
of them decayed into a 7r~ meson (track 6) and two other charged particles (track 2, 5) 
at point B. The particle of track 2 decays again into two charged particles (trax;ks 7, 8) 
at point C. The measured lengths and emission angles of these tracks are summarized 
in Table 2.1. 
The single-hypernucleus (track 2) is identified from event reconstruction of its decay 
at point C. Mesonic decay modes of single-hypernuclei are rejected because their Q 
values are too small. The decay mode of the single-hypernucleus is non mesonic with 
neutron emission. If either track 7 or 8 has more than unit charge, the total kinetic 
energy of the two charged particles is much larger than the Q value of any possible 
decay mode because of the long ranges of track 7 and 8. Therefore, both track 7 and 
8 are singly charged, and only \He isotopes are acceptable. 
The kinematics of all possible decay modes of the double hypernucleus (track 1) 
which decays into xHe (track 2) and TT" (track 6) are checked, and BAA and AJ5AA 
are calculated. Since track 5 ended in the base film, only the lower limit of the kinetic 
19 
energy can be determined. For the decay modes without neutron emission, the range 
of the particle of track 5 is increased to minimize the missing momentum. If the 
sum of the momenta of the three charged particles (track 2, 5 and 6) deviated from 
zero by more than 3 standard deviations even after the range of track 5 is increased 
from the missing momentum, that decay mode is rejected. For the decay modes with 
neutron emission, the upper limits of BAA and AJBAA are obtained. Only the results 
for AJBAA > -20 MeV are listed in Table 2.2. The case of double hypernuclei with 
more than two units of charge are not given because their values of AJ5AA are less than 
-20 MeV. 
Kinematical analysis of the production reaction is made by assuming the zT hy-
peron is captured by a light nucleus in the emulsion (^^C, ^^N or ^^O). This assumption 
is reasonable, taking into account the existence of the short track 3 and the column 
barrier of target nucleus. For each of the modes without neutron emission, if the sum of 
momenta deviated from zero by more than 3 standard deviations, the mode is rejected. 
For the modes with one neutron emission, the momentum of the neutron is assigned to 
the missing momentum of the three charged particles (track 1, 3 and 4). For the modes 
with more than one neutron emission, the lower limits of the total kinetic energy of 
the neutrons are calculated from the missing momentum. The results for Ai5AA < 20 
MeV are presented in Table 2.3. The values of BAA and ABAA are calculated with the 
E~ hyperon binding energy Bo- set to zero. Hence these values are lower limits of BAA 
and ABAA, and their true values are large, depending on the actual value of B=-. 
BAA = 7.13 + 0.87BH- +0.19 MeV, (2.16) 
ABAA = 0.89 + O.STBs- -0.20 MeV. (2.17) 
A comparison of the values of BAA and ABAA obtained from both point A and B 
is made. After rejecting the modes which have inconsistent values, only one interpre-
tation remained, which is given below: 
=~ + ' 'C ' ->Al^e + ^Be + i (2.18) 
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j^He^lHe + p + TT- (2.19) 
iHe -^p + d + 2n etc. (2.20) 
The fact that the tracks of the reaction products are coplaner at both points A and 
B also suggests that no neutrons are emitted from either vertex. The decay mode of 
\He is non-mesonic but not uniquely determined. 
The possibilities that the double-hypernucleus or the single-hypemucleus is pro-
duced in an excited state can be rejected for the following reasons. If the double 
hypemucleus or the other hyperfiragments emitted from the E~ stopping point has 
been produced in an excited state, the value of ABAA calculated at the production 
point A would be increased by the excitation energy. On the other hand, if the single-
hypemucleus or the residual particles emitted from the decay of the double hypemu-
cleus has been created in an excited state, the value of ABAA calculated at the decay 
point B would be enlarged and the consistency of the values of ABAA would not be 
satisfied. Hence our event, NAGARA, has been interpreted uniquely as the sequential 
weak decay of fj^He. Moreover, in the production and decay of j^\He, no particle-stable 
excited states are known or expected for any of the reaction products. Therefore, there 
are no ambiguities arising from excited states. 
The value of ABAA is obtained as 0.6210.61 MeV from the decay vertex B of the 
double-hyperaucleus, while its lower limit is determined as 1.0810.22 MeV, from the 
production point A. These errors also include the uncertainties in the value of the mass 
of the E~ hyperon (0.13 MeV) and the binding energy of %He (0.02 MeV). 
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Figure 2.4: Schematic drawing of NAGARA event. 
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Table 2.1: Lengths and emission angles of the tracks. Angles are expressed by a zenith 
angle(0) with respect to the direction perpendicular to the plate and an azimuthal 
angle {<f)). The indicated errors are the measurement errors only. 
point 
A 
B 
C 
track 
1 
3 
4 
2 
5 
6 
7 
8 
length (/im) 
8.110.3 
3.210.4 
88.310.5 
9.110.3 
82.110.6 
13697 
742.610.6 
5868120 
^(degree) 
44.912.0 
57.715.2 
156.210.5 
77.711.6 
122.811.0 
81.110.8 
138.510.2 
52.211.2 
(/((degree) 
337.511.8 
174.912.9 
143.011.0 
115.910.8 
284.210.7 
305.510.1 
322.110.3 
123.710.7 
double-hypernucleus 
single-hypmucleus 
Table 2.2: Possible production modes of the double-A hypernucleus. The errors on the 
mass of E~ hyperon and the binding energies of single-hypernuclei are not included in 
the errors on BAA and ABAA- Only the cases of ABAA< —20 MeV are listed. 
Target 
12(7 
1 2 ^ 
12(0 
12c 
12 JV 
1 2 ^ 
1 2 ^ 
1 2 ^ 
1 2 ^ 
120 
1 
AHe 
AHe 
AHe 
AHe 
AHe 
AHe 
AHe 
AHe 
AHe 
AHe 
3 
XHe 
XHe 
XHe 
XHe 
iLi 
\Li 
XHe 
XHe 
P 
XHe 
4 
P 
d 
t 
P 
P 
d 
XHe 
t 
XHe 
XHe 
no. of neutrons 
2n 
In 
In 
In 
In 
In 
In 
In 
In 
BAA(MeV) 
>16.9 
14.510.7 
7.310.2 
21.611.3 
24.412.1 
25.811.3 
17.911.5 
26.210.9 
31.511.8 
31.110.9 
ABAA(MeV) 
>10.6 
8.210.7 
1.110.2 
13.311.3 
18.212.1 
19.611.3 
11.711.5 
17.210.8 
17.911.8 
19.910.9 
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Table 2.3: Possible decay modes of the double hyperfragment which include AHC as 
a decay daughter. The errors on BAA(MeV) and ABAAIMCV) do not include those of 
the binding energies of single-hypernuclei. Only the cases of ABAA > — 20 MeV are 
listed. 
double hypemucleus 
AHe 
AHe 
AHe 
AHe 
AHe 
AHe 
AHe 
AHe 
AHe 
AHe 
AHe 
AHe 
AHe 
AHe 
AHe 
AHe 
2 
iHe 
iHe 
iHe 
\He 
IHe 
\He 
\He 
\He 
IHe 
IHe 
IHe 
\He 
\He 
IHe 
IHe 
IHe 
5 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
d 
t 
P 
d 
P 
d 
P 
6 
7r~ 
7r~ 
7r~ 
7r~ 
7r~ 
7r~ 
7r~ 
7r~ 
7r~ 
7r~ 
TT" 
7r~ 
7r~ 
TT" 
7r~ 
IT' 
no. of neutrons 
In 
2n 
In 
In 
3n 
2n 
In 
2n 
In 
In 
In 
In 
BAA(MeV) 
7.110.5 
6.9t0.6 
<8.6 
6.310.7 
<6.8 
<7.4 
<6.6 
7.710.8 
<7.2 
<8.2 
<11.2 
<7.2 
<8.4 
<11.2 
13.410.5 
6.410.8 
ABAA(MeV) 
2.410.5 
0.610.6 
<0.3 
-2.010.7 
<-7.2 
<-6.6 
<-7.4 
-6.310.8 
<-7 .1 
< -6.1 
< -3.1 
<-7 .1 
<-5 .9 
<-3 .1 
-0.910.5 
-7.910.8 
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Chapter 3 
The Hamiltonian 
. 2 . ^ ^ - ^ . 
A Hamiltonian H is the observable corresponding to the total energy of the system. A 
full non-relativistic Hamiltonian (H) of the ^-baryon double-A hypernucleus is written 
as 
H = HNC +H\^+H\j+v\^A2 (3.1) 
where, HNC is the non-strange nuclear core Hamiltonian 
i i<j<k 
H\^ is the Hamiltonian arising due to individual A 
i i<j<k 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
and UAIAJ is the AA potential. Oviously, HNC + ^A* is Hamiltonian for >1 — 1 baryon 
single-A hypernucleus. Now, here we are going to describe different types of baryon-
baryon potential which are used in this Hamiltonian. In the study of A baryon single-A 
hypemuclei we use as input AN, dispersive AiVA^  and NN potentials but in case of A 
baryon double-A hypemuclei instead of these potentials we also include AA potentials. 
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3.1 AA Potential 
3.1.1 Three-Range Gaussian form of A A Potential 
It is considered to be close to realistic potential which fits ^^o channel phase shift as 
given by realistic Nijmegen models . It has the form [15, 16] : 
v\A{r) = vi exp (i:i + 7t;2 exp ( i ) ^"'''"-('p (3.4) 
The strength Vi (in MeV) and range ^i (in MeV) parameters of the potential simulating 
AA ^So Nigmegen interactions are vi = -21.49, v^ = -379, v^ = 9324 and ^i = 1.342, 
ftj = 0.777, ^3 = 0.350 respectively, with 7 = 0.5463 ( NSC97e), 7 = 1( ND), 7 = 
0.4672 ( NSCOO) of Nijmegen models. The dimensionless quantity 7 distinguishes 
amongst various Nigmegen potential models. 
3.1.2 Urbana-type A A Potential 
The phenomenological central spin-independent Urbana-type potential has the form 
vMr) = Vc{r) - v^rnr) (3.5) 
where, Vc{r) is a Woods-Saxon repulsive core 
Vc{r) = Wc 1 + exp mr (3.6) 
with Wc = 2137 MeV, R = 0.5 fm, a = 0.2 fm. T^(r) is the one-pion exchange tensor 
potential shape modified with a cut-ofi': 
-"«=(-M)?(—T. (3.7) 
with x=0.75, c = 2 fm-^ and v^ = -6.1 MeV is the singlet strength parameter to be 
obtained from a fit to BAA of x\He. This form of potential was used by Bodmer and 
Usmani [29], Shoeb et al. [30] in the study of A- and AA-hypernuclei. 
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3.2 AN Potential 
The AN forces are generated by the exchange (emission or absorption) of mesons, a 
process to great extent akin to NN forces with the A particle having isospin TA = 0; a 
single pion cannot be exchanged between A particle and a nucleon N, hence one-pion 
exchange (OPE) 
A -+ A + TT 
contribution does not arise for the AN interaction because strangeness is also a good 
quantum number for strong interaction. However, the two-pions exchange (TPE) 
A->'E + 7r->A + 7r + 7r, 
or more pion exchange generate the long-range two-body AA'^  force. The exchange of 
K meson, produced in the Yukawa interaction 
A-^N + K-, 
give rise to additional short-range forces. In additional to the pion- and A"-mesons 
there are other more massive mesons e.g. the T} (548 MeV)-, uj (782 MeV)-mesons etc. 
which contribute to the short-range AN force. 
Two-pion exchange (TPE) is a dominant part of the AN potential that in turn is 
mainly determined by the strong tensor one-pion exchange (OPE) component acting 
twice. Moreover, there is K-exchange interaction that primarily contributes to the 
AA^-exchange potential. The tensor part of the AA'^  interaction is very weak because 
the shorter range K- and /^'-exchange that are responsible for this are of positive sign 
and nearly cancel each other. (In the case of the A^A'^  interaction the 7r-exchange and 
p-exchange tensor components do not cancel so completely, because their masses are 
quite different). 
We use an Urbana-type [31] potential with spin- and space-exchange components 
and a TPE tail which is consistent with Ap scattering below the E threshold 
vxN{r) = t;o(r)(l -e + ep^) + {-j)T^{r)(rj, • a^, (3.8) 
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where, 
Voir) = Vc{r) - vT^ir) (3.9) 
where, Vc{r) is Woods-Saxon repulsive potential given by Eq. (3.6), 7V(r) is the OPE 
tensor potential given by Eq. (3.7), x — ^ir, n = 0.7 fm"^ is the pion mass, and the 
cut-off parameter c = 2.0 fin~^ respectively. P^ is the space-exchange operator and 
c is the corresponding exchange parameter. The v — {Vg-\- Zvt)fA and V(, = Vs — Vt 
are, respectively, the spin-average and spin-dependent strengths, with Vs{t) the singlet 
(triplet) state depths. The various parameters are 
V, = 6.33 MeV, Vt = 6.1 MeV, e = 0.3, 
Wc = 2137 MeV, R = 0.5 MeV, a = 0.2 fm. 
These parameters are consistent with the low energy Ap scattering data that essen-
tially determine the spin-average potential v. The parameter c for the space-exchange 
strength is fairly well determined from the A single-particle scattering data [32]. 
3.3 AA^ AT Potential 
The AN force as obtained by fitting the Ap scattering does not provide a good account 
of the experimental binding energies for hypernuclei A>5 that are almost a factor of 
2 too large. 
To resolve overbinding problem, we use a three-body AA'^ A^  interaction. We consider 
two types of Wigner type AiVA^  potentials that arises from projecting out E, A, etc., 
degrees of freedom from a coupled channel formalism. These are the dispersive and the 
TPE ANN potentials designated as V^jy and Vl%ff, respectively Fig. 3.1. In Urbana 
model, the three-body AiVAT potential can be written as 
VA/V/V = Vj^ffff + Vl^ff (3.10) 
A^JVjv is expected to be repulsive, and phenomenological form of these two are given 
by 
Vj^NN = WoT^{n^)T^{rj^)[l -+- icTA • (a, + a^)] (3.11) 
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•o 
Figure 3.1: Terms contributing to V^jy and V^ ATAT-
where, WQ is the strength of the potential and T^(riA) is given by Eq.(3.9). Vl 
consists of two parts corresponding to p- and s-wave TTA interactions [33] 
ANN 
VlJ,r^ = W, + Ws 
where, 
W, = -[^){n-r^){XiA,X^^}, 
W, = CgZ{nriA)Z{iJ,rjx)ai • TiKOj • rj\Ti • r,. 
o-lifr ( l - e - - ) . 
and 
{A, B} = AB + BA, 
XiK = {oi • a^)Y^f{riK) + Si\T„{ri\), 
Z{x) = ^[YM-Ux)]. 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
Here Xi\ is the one-pion exchange operator, and 5JA is the tensor operator. The 
component Wg is quite weak and as in previous studies, we neglect it here. 
There are theoretical as well as phenomenological estimates for Cp; but for WQ the 
estimates are purely phenomenological. For example, for WQ ^ 0.02, the reduction in 
the A binding to nuclear matter (using central correlations) is approximately in accord 
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with the suppression obtained in coupled channel (AA^ -> EN) reaction matrix calcula-
tion. For Cp theoretical estimates give 1-2 MeV; however, the phenomenological values 
may not lie in this region as the results depend sensitively on the cut-off parameter c 
that appear in Eq.(3.9). 
3.4 NN Potential 
Over the past few decades much information about nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction 
has been obtained. It is generally believed that the long range part of NN interaction 
is due to one-pion exchange since the pion is lightest of all the mesons that couple to 
the nucleons, its small mass is related to the chiral symmetry of the QCD Lagrangian. 
At intermediate distances the exchange of multiple pions, with the possible excita-
tion of nucleon resonances like the A(1232), becomes important. At short range, the 
exchange of heavier mesons and quark-quark interaction may start to dominate. We 
are still far from a quantitative understanding of NN interaction from the fundamen-
tal theory of QCD, however several realistic potential models have been developed in 
the past decades, based on experimental data and theoretical guidance. Among these 
models are Reid [34], Paris [35], Urbana [31], and new Argonne Vis [36]. The two-
body interaction described by these models have common features such as short-range 
repultion, intermediate-range attraction and long-range one-pion exchange potential 
(OPEP). Since the one-pion exchange potential (OPEP) is fairly well understood, the 
two-body potential can be conveniently written as 
Vii = yrj+V^ (3.19) 
where, V^ denotes the rest of the potential besides the OPEP V^^. In the nonrelativistic 
Umit, i.e., for slow nucleons, 
V^.[r)^^^X,,{n.T,), (3.20) 
^ = yArij)(ri • Oj + T^{rij)Sii, (3.21) 
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where, ju^ r is the pion mass, /J^NN is the pion coupling constant, ai, TJ are the pion and 
isospin of nucleon i, and Sij is the tensor operator: 
Sij = 3ai • TijCj • Tij — Gi • aj, (3 .22) 
y,(r) and T^{r) are the Yukawa and tensor functions. In the UrbanarArgonne models 
they are cut-off at small r with Gaussian cut-off c = 2.1 fm~^ to take into account the 
finite size of pions and nucleons: 
In addition to the long-range part given by equation (3.20), pion exchange interaction 
has a short-range part which becomes a 6- function in r^ in the limit of point particles. 
The 5- function is probably spread out by the finite size of the nucleons, and we include 
it in Vif. The V^ ^ may contain heavier meson exchange, multi-pion exchange and quark 
exchange interaction, and is primarily determined by fitting the NN scattering data. 
It is necessary to include at least 14 isoscalax terms in the V^ to fit the data 
accurately: 
V^ = E Mrij)Of^- (3.24) 
p=l,14 
In the Urbaba-Argonne models the 14 operators are chosen as: 
O j " ^ ' ^ ^ = 1, Tj • Tj, Oi • Oj, {ai • <7j){Ti • Tj), Sij, Sijin •Tj),L-S,L- S{Ti • Tj), 
L\ P{n • Tj), L\ai • Oj), L\ai • cr,)(r, • TJ), L - ^ , L - S\n • r,). 
The static part of Vij containing the first six terms of equation (3.24) dominates, 
however, the non static part is not negligible and gives rise to spin-orbit splitting in 
nuclei. 
3.5 NNN Potential 
The exact calculations of nuclear ground state have shown that two-body potential 
alone are insufficient to obtain observed binding energies of light nuclei. The inclusion 
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of three-body potential is of particular importance in the study of nuclear ground states 
since there is large cancellation between kinetic energy and the two-body potential 
energy. In the Urbana IX model, the three-body potential can be written as: 
Viik = V,^ ]J + VP, (3.25) 
where, long-range part V^ J^ is the attractive two-pion exchange three-nucleon interac-
tion first studied by Pujita-Miyazawa: 
Vgi; = E ^ 2 , {{Xii,Xj^}, {T, • T^,r, • r j + -[X,j, Xj^l [n • r^, r, • r,]) (3.26) 
eye ^ ^ ' 
where, 
Xij = {Oi • Oj)Y,{rii) + SijTArij) (3.27) 
and square brackets represent the commutator 
[A, B] = AB- BA. 
The Fujita-Miyazawa term assesses contribution from diagram such as Fig. 3.2 where, 
two-pion excite and deexcite a delta resonance. The second term, V^i^ is purely phe-
nomenological. It is assumed to be spin independent and of intermediate range: 
V;S = E^oT,2(^*i)^'M- (3.28) 
eye 
The parameter A2n and UQ are adjusted to produce the binding energy of light nuclei 
and equilibrium density of nuclear matter. The resulting value of A2,r is very close to 
the Fujita-Miyazawa value. 
The three-nucleon interaction is much weaker than the two-nucleon interaction, 
however, it enhances the tensor correlations slightly and therefore cannot be treated 
as a first-order perturbation in accurate calculations. Hamiltonian containing two-
and three-nucleon interactions accurately reproduce the binding energy of ^He, thus it 
seems that four-nucleon interactions are not very important in the nuclear Hamiltonian. 
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7t 
K 
Figure 3.2: Diagram illustrating two-pion exchanged three-body [NNN) interaction. 
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Chapter 4 
Variational Wave Function 
Any two-body function can be represented as a correlation operator acting on an un-
correlated state. We can generalize this idea to multiparticle wave function by writing 
our wave function as a product of correlation operators acting on an uncorrelated state 
* , = (Sn,<,F,^)$ (4.1) 
where, Fij is two-body correlation operator, which induces correlations according to 
the operators in our interaction, $ is an antisymmetric Staler determinant of single 
particle state and -STI indicates a symmetryzed product over pairs. In general, the 
Fjj's must be symmetric to maintain the antisymmetric behaviour of the over all wave 
function ^„ . When i4 < 4, $ is just the spatially independent Staler determinant of 
the spin- and isospin-state. For example, $ for ^He is given by 
(4.2) 
nt nl pt pi 
nt ni pt pi 
nt ni Pt pi 
nt ni pt Pi 
For A > d, spatial dependence must be included in the correlated state $ in order 
to obtain a fully antisymmetric wave function. $ is chosen to be independent of the 
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center of mass so that <iv has no center of mass motion. 
Variational Wave Function for A-Baryon Hypernucleus: 
We are considering yl-baryon hypernucleus containing I number of A baryons, and A -1 
number of nucleons[17]. For KN space-exchange correlation functions fl{r) and / ' (r) 
, one solves the following Schrodinger equation 
[ - | v ^ + «k.)(0 + OMr) + ^^^]fkt)ir) = o, (4.3) 
with the help of quenched AN potentials in singlet and triplet states: 
v[{r) = [vc{r) - a2.vT^{r)]{l - e + epi) + m)a,v,T^{r), (4.4) 
viir) = [vcir) - a,.vT^ir)]il - e + ep',) - [llA)a,vX{r), (4.5) 
where, 
where, J 4 = Pi is a Majorana space-exchange operator whose value is 1(-1) for / = 0(1) 
and e is the corresponding space-exchange strength. The a2;r and a^ are quenching 
parameters of the two-pion and spin-exchange parts of the potential. The v — (u, -h 
Zvt)/A and v^ = Vg-vt are, respectively the spin-average and spin-dependent strengths, 
with Vs(t) the singlet (triplet) state depths. T^{r) is the one-pion exchange (OPE) tensor 
potential and ^AAr(r) is an auxiliary potential that ensures the asymptotic behaviour 
of long-range correlation function fl^^^ ~ r'^e"*"" [37, 38]. /J, is the reduced mass of A 
and N. 
Using the above radial solutions /j and / j , we obtain I dependent spin-averaged 
correlation function 
The ff,ff{r) = flff{r) is the AA'' central repulsive correlation function with no SEC. 
In the presence of SEC, 
<Ar) = ^°^^^)-^A..(r)^ 4^ g^  
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correlation function fltf{r) is modified as 
fUr) = t-^°^^")^^^^^^^^ = fUr) - uUir). (4.9) 
The weak spin-spin correlation function is written as 
The variational wave function written with SEC for A-baryon s-shell hypernucleus 
with I number of A baryons, and A — I number of nucleons: 
| * > = l + U' + J^Ulj' n (1+<.) 
5ri(i+t/i,) 
5 li'(1 + Uii) <ilj (4.10) 
Here, 
and 
A = l j < k i<j<k 
^ J n n /A,* 
A = l j < * 
A-l 
n /s* 
»<j<fc 
J A-l 
nn/Ai 
A=i i=i 
n /AA 
L A = 1 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
L«<J 
XA*jr 
Where, f/y, t/,^^, f/jjjt) f^ jt^ ^ are the non commuting two- and three-baryon corre-
lation operators (Subscripts i,j,k and n stand for nucleons and A for A baryons.). 
Functions u%^Px and u^^aA-aN [39] are SEC and spin-spin AN correlations. S is 
the symmetrization (antisymmetrization) operator and Ap is the number of AA^  pairs. 
X^ = > l | 4 , A t A > i s appropriate antisymmetrized spin wave function for / num-
ber of A baryons coupled to total angular momentum zero. The f^j,^ is a three-body 
AA^ A^  correlation [37]. The AA correlation function (/^ y )^ is obtained by solving the 
Schrodinger equation with phase equivalent Nigraegen potential V\A along with an aux-
iliary potential involving many asymptotic parameters originally defined in Ref. [38]. 
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Removing correlations due to A in the above equations, we get s-shell nucleus WF 
[40, 41]. The second term in Eq. (4.10) is purely due to SEC where, Px operation 
(exchange of space position between A and N) is made over AA^  pairs: EA=I En=i-
In order to make the WF translationally invariant, all the positions of baryons are 
measured from the cm. of the system as 
'^•'"•~ [{A-l)mr, + lmA] ' ^^ -^ "^ ^ 
r = r - i2e.«.. (4.14) 
A Px operation leads the system to new baryon configuration (r^) and shifts the cm. to 
a new position {Rem.) ^Y ^Rcm. = Rem. ~ Rem.- In order to keep the cm. unaltered 
after such an operation, we make a translational shift in all the positions of exchanged 
configurations 
f' = rx- K.m. =fx- Rc.m. + ^Rcm. (4.15) 
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Chapter 5 
Variational Monte Carlo Method 
Variational Monte Carlo makes use of a variational wave function and Monte Carlo 
technique to perform the multidimensional integrals required to evaluate expectation 
value of ground state of few-body (A=3, 4, 5) nuclear systems. The problem to be 
solved is the many-body nonrelativistic Schrodinger's equation 
V t ^"^i i<j i<j<k ) 
where, ^o is our many-body ground state wave function. Solving this equation for 
^0 quickly becomes daunting task as we move from two to three or four nucleons. 
We can introduce a variational wave function, vfr^ , and evaluate expectation value in 
configuration space of the following form 
^ idmmo^Am^ (5.2) 
where, R = (ri,r2....) is the multidimensional position vector for all of the particles in 
nucleus. Such integrals have 3>l-dimensions, equation (5.2) have 374-dimensional in-
tegral is computationally impossible. In particular, we evaluate the expectation value 
of the Hamiltonian to determine the variational energy. The parameters of variational 
wave function are varied to minimize the energy expectation value. This process en-
compasses the technique of Variational Monte Carlo (VMC). 
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5.1 Variational Monte Carlo Technique 
We use variational method for the approximate determination of the lowest or ground 
state energy of a system 
or expectation value of any operator of the form 
contains the multidimensional integral on the right side. Since direct integration is 
computationally prohibitive, therefore, Monte Carlo method is used to evaluate the 
expectation values as follows. 
The trial wave function or the variational wave function as given by equation (4.1) 
contains the symmetrized product of two-body correlations. Each order operators in 
SUi<:j{l + Uij) are denoted by p or q. Thus ^^ is that component of ^ in which the 
operators act in the order p. Expectation values are given by 
The Monte Carlo integration of equation (5.5) is facillitated i.e. can be made easier 
by introducing a probability distribution Wp,q{R), which approximates the distribution 
presented by the wave funtion 
id) = ^""^ ,^-- ^ . (5.6) 
i-VA J " - ^ Wpa '^'^V 
The probability function is usually taken to be, 
waR) = ^liR)%iR). (5.7) 
however, simple * might be used in VVp,,(i?) to reduce the computational effort. The 
crux of the Monte Carlo integration (5.5) is to stochastically sample the probability 
distribution Wp^g{R) and obtain the collection of N uncorrelated or independent con-
figuration, Ri using mean value theorem. The central idea of Monte Carlo evaluation 
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of integral is that the integral may be estimated by a sum 
(ff(x)) = / Jg{x)f{x)dx = E (l/N X: g{x)^ . (5.8) 
The method of using the relation given is as follows, draw a series of random variable, 
x„ from J[x)\ evaluate g{x) for each x„. The arithmetic mean of all the values of g is 
an estimate of the integral, and the variance of this estimate decreases as the number of 
terms increases. As iV -> oo, central limit theorem of probability shows that there is a 
specific limit distribution for the observed values of g namely, the normal distribution. 
Using mean value theorem, as iV -> oo equation (5.5) can be reduced to sum over 
independent configuration as follows: 
(O) = ^ ^ ^ '^ '^ («^ ) (5.9) 
Since we can not evaluate an infinite number of samples, our expectation value, (O) 
has a sampling error which we approximate as the standard deviation a. We have a 
relation 
o^ = Var (6) (5.10) 
i.e. . 
a = 
(0>) - (O) 
Various techniques for sampling probability distribution (i.e., composition of random 
variable, rejection technique, multivariate distribution and M(RT)^ algorithm) can 
be found in Kalos and Whitelock [42]. The technique of great utility in sampling 
complicated distributions such as in our work is the M(RT)^ algorithm i.e. Metropolish 
technique developed by Metropolish, Rosenbluth, Teller and Teller [43]. The steps in 
the MetropoUsh algorithm are outlined below: 
1. We begin with a set of particle positions R, operator orders p and q; and the 
corresponding weight Wp^q{R). 
2. A new point R' is generated from R by randomly moving each particle within a 
step size /. 
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x[ = Xi + (6 - l/2)i, 
i/i = y* + (6 - i/2)i, 
2^  = 2i + (6 - l/2)i, 
where each (,i is a random number between 0 and 1. New operator orders, p' 
and g* are randomly generated and the weight Wp/,-(/?') of new configuration is 
constructed. 
3. The ratio of the new weight to the old weight is compared to a random number 
between 0 and 1. If the ratio is greater than the random number, the new 
configuration is accepted otherwise, the old is regarded as the new configuration. 
4. This process (step 2-3) is repeated several times untill an independent configura-
tion is generated. In other words, auto correlation is minimized up to satisfaction. 
The step size is I, is adjusted such that 50% of the configurations are accepted. 
If the step size is too small, most of the step will be accepted, but the full con-
figuration space will not be adequately sampled. If the step size is too big, most 
of the step will be outside the nucleus and thus will be rejected; and once again 
the distribution will be inadequately sampled. 
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Chapter 6 
Results and Discussion 
6.1 Variational Energies 
The important energies which we wish to calculate are defined as follows: (i) the 
separation energy of two A hyperons from the core nucleus of \\He, 
(ii) the separation of a single A from the same core nucleus of \He, 
_ {^A-2\HNc\'ifA-2) (^A-l|giVC + i^A,|'^^-l) . _ . 
^ " {^A-2\^A-2) {^A-l\^A-l) ' ^ ^ ^ 
(iii) the incremental energy 
ABAA = BAA - 2SA, (6.3) 
(iv) and the rearrangement energy (ER) also known as nuclear core polarization (NCP) 
which is the difference of the internal energy of (^ — /) subsystem and the energy of 
an identical isolated bound nucleus 
NCP = Ea = E*;}*c - E*He (6.4) 
where, 
^A^c = T*Nc "I" ^ wc (6.5) 
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with 
A-l _2 fe^r'pY 
Here, Tj^^" is the kinetic energy due to cm. motion of the subsystem around the 
cm. of the hypernucleus. The variational energy of the \He hypenucleus, Eifj^ = 
^"^""''{"A-I^"AS^~'''' ^^  ^ ^®" ^^^^ ^® '^ f^^l' "^^^^^ ^^ obtained using the Hamiltonian, 
HNC + J^Ai, and the Wave function (WF) given by Eq. 4.10 with / = 1 and without 
correlations that arise due to the presence of second A hyperon. The basic ingredi-
ents used are the two- and three-baryon potential strengths. These, we take the same 
as in Ref. [17]. For £=0.1, the AiV potential strengths: tJ=6.15 MeV and r;<j=0.24 
MeV together with the AA i^V potential strengths: H^''=0.15 MeV, W^=0.75 MeV 
and Vr^=0.0193 MeV are found to reproduce the experimental A-separation energy 
(5^=^=3.12(2) MeV). As reported in Ref. [17], we use the result: dW^/de «-0.017 
MeV, in order to obtain B^ for any value of e. Thus, for £=0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 respec-
tively, the values of W^ that reproduce B^ turn out to be 0.0193 MeV, 0.0176 MeV 
and 0.0158 MeV. Using these potential strengths for 5 = —1 sector along with the Ni-
jmegen {ND) model AA potential, we perform calculations for AA-^^ ^^ order to obtain 
variational energy ^^ e^^ e^ = 7^i^*f - ^ ^ " ^ ^"'^  ^ ^ including SEC. We observe that 
the WF needs to be retuned afresh with any change in the potential strengths. The 
optimal correlation functions so obtained are plotted in Fig. 6.1, where /AJV(»"), «AAr('") 
and /AA(^) with SEC are represented by solid, dashed and long dashed lines, respec-
tively. Curves with chain and dotted Unes represent fX^ir) and /AA('") with no SEC. 
We then switch off SEC in the WF, which is equivalent of ignoring second term in the 
WF and retuning its variational parameters for an independent energy calculation. In 
this case, we note a linear dependence: dv^/de = dE\/de = dE/de = —dBx/de «5.0 
MeV as in case of \He, where this slope is about 2.3 MeV. This is half of the present 
value. This may be attributed to the number of KN pairs which is twice in case of 
AA^e compared to \He. We note that WF remains constant with the variation of 
£. All the results of the energy calculation both with and with no SEC are reported 
in Table 1. One may easily extract SEC effects to every individual piece of energy 
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
r(fm) 
Figure 6.1: The solid, dashed and long dashed lines represent f^^pfir), u%!^{r) and 
/AA(^) with SEC. The chain and dotted lines represent finir) and fxj^{r) with no 
SEC 
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Figure 6.2: The dashed and long dashed lines represent A and p densities in y^ /^fe with 
blue and green colors for SEC and no SEC. Yellow filled circles show p in ^He. 
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breakdown from this Table. Although each and every piece of energy breakdown is 
significantly affected with the variation of e with the SEC in the WF, the energies cal-
culated using Nijmegen equivalent ND model of AA potential along with other three 
sets of strengths for e =0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 used in the S = - 1 sector that reproduce B^^ 
of \He converge to the same value BAA '«7.57(5) MeV of A A ^ ^ within the small statis-
tical uncertainties. This value of BAA is close to the experimental value B^^ =7.25(19) 
MeV, which may well be reproduced through a little variation in 7 used in v\\. Thus, 
we note an important result that the set of two- and three-body potential strengths 
that reproduces experimental B^^ oi\He also reproduces experimental B^ of AA^C. 
This gives confidence in the fully correlated WF [17] and hope for the resolution of 
A = b anomaly [44, 45, 46]. This is because of the linear behaviours, dBwjde = ci 
and dVjSj/dW'^ = dE^^^„JdW° = -^B^^|^W^ = ca, (Here, d and Cj are positive 
constants.), which lead to the same linear dependence between e and W^: dW'-'/de »-
0.017 MeV as in the case for \He. Like A^e, the total energy obeys a linear behaviour 
with e. Hence, dE^ft^jjJdE = -dB\A/de ^constant. The EA = TX + vxi + v\x + Vxij is 
found decreasing with increasing e. However, unlike AHe it does not obey a linear de-
pendence with e. Also, the repulsion due to Vj^j is found decreasing significantly with 
increasing e. This is because change in density profiles lead to the change in T^ (r). But 
the attraction offered by Vj^j ejdiibits only a little variance, although functions Y{r) 
and Z(r) too experience a change due to change in density profiles. But they appear 
with operators which too play a role as Vjnj is sensitive to its own correlation. It is 
also important to note that the s-wave V^^^ is not a negligible quantity. The average 
{Px) = {vo{r)ePx)/{evo{r)) as extracted from Table 6.1 in case of no SEC is 0.88(1). 
But with SEC, WF involves another P^ operator. 
6.2 Nuclear Core Polarization and Density Profiles 
We note a large polarization of nuclear core for both the choices of the WF (i) with 
(ii) and with no SEC (Table 6.1). The value of NCP with no SEC is found to be 
8.86(4) MeV for all the three values of £ as WF remains invariant with the variation 
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Table 6.1: Nuclear core polarization (NCP) 
e=0.1 
£=0.2 
e=0.3 
/ 
{SEC) 
(MeV) 
8.39(5) 
7.83(5) 
7.57(5) 
AHe 
( No SEC) 
(MeV) 
8.86(4) 
8.86(4) 
8.86(4) 
{SEC) 
(MeV) 
3.59(4) 
3.16(4) 
2.70(4) 
\He 
( No SEC) 
(MeV) 
4.31(4) 
4.31(4) 
4.31(4) 
of £. However with SEC, it is found to be 8.39(5) MeV, 7.83(5) MeV and 7.57(5) 
MeV for e=0.1, e =0.2 and e =0.3, respectively. These values are more than twice of 
the corresponding values of \He. With SEC, NCP decreases with increasing e, but 
slightly. Also, in case of \He, we note that more compact is the nuclear core less is 
the polarization [17]. This slow variation of NCP is perhaps because of the fact that 
point proton radius of NC does not change to any significant value with the variation 
of £. The point proton radius of NC with and with no SEC is found about 1.67(1) 
fm and 1.71(1) fin, respectively. Its value in case of isolated ^He is 1.46(1) fm whereas 
'experimental' value is 1.47 fm. The significant reduction in point proton radius of 
NC with SEC leads to reduction in the quadrupole moment (Table 6.2) Hence NC 
is less deformed with SEC which may be attributed to the pressure. The quadrupole 
moment of NC is found sensitive to the repulsive KNN correlation. Also for \He and 
with no SEC, repulsive correlation /^^ pushes both the nucleons and the A towards 
the periphery and at the centre [37, 39]. But SEC significantly reduces the repulsive 
correlation in the interior region in the range r « 0.5 - 2.0 ftn. Therfore, both nucleons 
and A recieve an inward pull leading to reduction in peripheral density profiles and 
enhancement in the interior density profiles Fig. 6.2. As a result, both NC and the 
hypernucleus are found more compact with SEC which offers a pressure. Similar is 
the result for \He where a direct correlation between density profiles and repulsive 
correlation /^jy was noticed. However, features are more prominent in case of ^^/fe 
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Table 6.2: Point proton ratdius and quadrupole moment of nuclear core {NC) 
point proton radius Quadrupole moment 
{SEC) {No SEC) {SEC) {No SEC) 
(fm) (fm) (fm )^ (fm )^ 
£=0.1 1.666(1) 1.710(1) 0.006(1) 0.020(1) 
e=0.2 1.678(1) 1.710(1) 0.015(1) 0.020(1) 
£=0.3 1.667(1) 1.710(1) 0.005(1) 0.020(1) 
obviously because of the presence of two A hyperons. 
This study confirms the conclusions drawn in case of \He that SEC significantly 
affects every physical obserA^ble. These effects manifest more with increasing quantum 
of strangeness. Hence, inclusion of SEC for any realistic calculation is inevitable. 
We also note that JBAA obtained with Nijmegen ND model potential is quite close to 
the experimental value. The s-wave ANN potential though small is not a negligible 
quantity. We note a large polarization of NC, which is found deformed with the 
presence of two A hyperons. However, deformation reduces due to SEC. Point proton 
radius and NCP also get reduced due to SEC. 
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